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 What Baby Saw

 Folding Contrast Books

Cardboard book | 120x130mm | 8 double-spread pages

Cardboard binding | 145x155 mm | 10 pages

Contrast books with rhyming stories about various characters and
places. Each volume is dominated by one main colour.

First books for babies, folding like accordion. Pictures
printed there are high black-and-white contrast,
boosting natural development.

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:
COMING SOON

Blue. Nighttime

Pictures for the
Baby

The Baby’s
World

The World
Around Us

Yellow. Daytime
COMING SOON

 Contrast Foams
Binding foam | 150x160mm
6 double-spread pages

Green. Garden

Red. At Home

First very soft booklets for babies made of safe, light
foam. Pictures printed there are high black-and-white
contrast, boosting natural development.

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Red. Countryside

Yellow. The Zoo

The Baby
Learns

First
Pictures

A Day of the
Baby

The World
Around Me

Children books ages 0–2

Children
books
ages 0–2

Our Animals

3

 Unfold,
Play and
Watch

 Junior’s Colouring Books

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Staple binding | 200x190 mm | 24 pages | Illustrated by Ilona Brydak
Simple, adorable pictures with thick outer lines, encouraging children to colour them in.
Large colour stickers included inside.

Board book | 185x185 mm
10 double-spread pages
Folding booklets about
maritime life, life on a farm
and numbers. The series is
completed with a colouring
book „Rainbow colouring.

COMING SOON

Counting 1 2 3

In the Sea

Rainbow
Colouring

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

At a Farm
Animals

At Home

Vehicles

Countryside

Smileys

Shapes and patterns

Home pets

Vehicles

 Contrast Books BOX

 Contrast Cards

Cardboard binding | 155x145 mm | 10 cards in a box

Cardboard binding | 175x117 mm | 10 cards in a box

 My First Colouring Books
Staple binding | 200x190mm | 24 pages | Illustrated by Natalia Berlik
Simple colourful pictures with thick lines will help children to colour them in precisely, without crossing the lines.

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Sets of contrast cards in practical boxes. A new item in the
contrast series. Cards are to be shown to the baby or to be
hanged over her bed.

Interesting Stuff
Animals Here And
There

Fruit

Vegetables

Colours

My First Pictures
Animals Around Us

Shapes

Interesting Stuff

World Of Baby

Children books ages 0–2

Our Faces

4

Animals And Baby
Animals
The World Around Us
The Baby’s World

Small And Large
Animals

Children books ages 0–2

The World Around Us
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 Vroom!

NEW

Cardboard book | 185x150 mm | 5 double-spread pages | Illustrated by Tamara Kwiatkowska
A series of custom-shaped cardboard books. Each book introduces children to a different vehicle and a character
to explain more about it.

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

 Goodnight Stories

 Poets For Children

Cardboard book | 135x180mm | 5 double-spread pages
Illustrations by Arleta Strzeszewska

Cardboard book | 135x180mm | 5 double-spread pages
Illustrations by Arleta Strzeszewska

Classic fairytales, rewritten as poems. A series of cardboard
books – collect them all!

Classics of the Polish children’s poems and rhymes. Glossed pages
are easy to clean, and small size is perfect for the youngest readers.

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

NEW

The Aeroplane

The Fire
Engine

NEW

The Tractor

The Digger

 Nursery Rhymes

Little Red
Riding Hood

Hansel and
Gretel

Little Dwarves

Laundry Day

Maria Konopnicka

Maria Konopnicka

Snow White

Cinderella

A Monkey in
a Bath

Paweł and
Gaweł

Aleksander Fredro

Aleksander Fredro

BESTSELLER

Cardboard book | 155x140 mm | 4 double-spread pages

 Junior’s First Library

Nursery rhymes teach concentration and support the child’s development, and most importantly, are lots of fun! Small size is perfect for
the tiny hands.

Cardboard book | 155x145mm | 4 double-spread pages | Urszula Kozłowska, Agata Widzowska

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Funny nursery rhymes about little animals, accompanied with illustrations bound to become a playtime favourite for a long time.

NEW

6

The Magpie
Cooked Her
Porridge
A-a-ah… Two Kittens
Want to Sleep

My
Embroidered
Handkerchief

Busy Bee Is
Right Here

Little Hen
Looking For
Home

The Little
Twitchy Dog

The
Wandering
Kitty

The Elephant
and Friends

The Little
Lamb

The Singing
Frog

Children books ages 0–2

Children books ages 0–2

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:
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 Step By Step
Hardcover | 150x150 mm (with stencils) | 16 pages
These handy colourful books encourage the children to discover,
learn, and name their surroundings. Thanks to the simple graphic
design and concise, rhyming messages, the child can develop
their perception when they look at the pictures, describe them,
and repeat the words out loud. The books enrich the child’s
vocabulary and increase their interest in the world around them.

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

My First Words

Lullabies

Lullabies Hush-a-Byes

The child learns about various healthy
foods, how to name and recognise
them. And at the same time, the book
helps them realise how important it is
to eat healthy food.

The child learns to recognise and
express the feelings they have for
their mum, dad, grandmother, pets, or
favourite toys.

The child learns what a standard
visit at the pediatrician looks like,
can better prepare for a challenging
situation that can be a doctor’s visit,
and becomes less afraid as a result.

The child learns new words, how to
pronounce them (objects, people,
animals) and can point them out in the
pictures.

Short lullabies to be read to the child
before sleep time

A cosy little book of nursery rhymes,
perfect for reading just before sleep.
They help the little ones to calm down
and get ready to rest after a long day
of new experiences, filling their mind
with colourful dreams to come.

Clothes

Pee-Pee in the Potty

My Family

Outdoor Games

My First 100 Words

My First 100 Animals

Twinkle Star

The child learns about various
parts of their body, their names and
locations.

The child learns to name different
items of clothing.

The book encourages the child in
a funny but clever way to leave the
nappy. It helps the little ones to calm
down and get ready for a big step in
their life.

Children learn about different family
members. A collection of adorable
poems to teach children more about
family relationships.

Children learn about various ways
of spending time outside: in the
playground, in the garden, forest, or
park.

The book presents images of 100
objects, places, animals, and
other things from the child’s closest
surroundings.

The book presents images of 100
most common animals grouped in
various categories: farm, jungle,
water, and so on.

A sweet, rhymed Christmas story.

Hardcover | 160x160 mm
(with stencils) | 16 pages

Children books ages 0–2

A Brave Patient

Body Parts

 Play With
Animals
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I love you

A series of 4 hard-page books
for the youngest children.
Each book has removable toy
animals included. The child can
draw then on sheets of paper
and colour them, or play with
them. In each book, a rhyming
text leads the child to look for
one hidden animal. The animal
can be found on the very last
page and during the journey,
the child learns about various
animals living in the same
habitat as the protagonist of the
book.

 Accordion Folds
BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Where’s
the Tiger

Where’s
the Whale

Where’s
the Chicken

 Thick-line Colouring Books

Hardcover | 100x100mm | 8 pages

Hardcover | 160x160 mm (with stencils) | 10 pages

A new addition to the Step By Step series.
Hard-page booklets in an accordion-fold
format, each page featuring one large
element. Unfolded, the booklet turns into
a two-sided colourful board on which the
child can point out and name animals,
vehicles, or toys.included. The child can
draw then on sheets of paper and colour
them, or play with them. In each book,
a rhyming text leads the child to look for
one hidden animal. The animal can be
found on the very last page and during
the journey, the child learns about various
animals living in the same habitat as the
protagonist of the book.

Step By Step is a series of books for children adored by the children and their parents.
The new books in series will delight the fans and newcomers alike. Thick border lines and
beautiful pictures will prompt the children to fill them in with unique colours. For children up
to 2 years.

BOOKS IN THE SERIES 
Where’s
the Bear

Toys

Vehicles

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Farm
Animals
Toys
Small
Animals

Vehicles

Wild Animals

Animals in the
Countryside

Children books ages 0–2

BESTSELLER

Yum, Yum
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 Writing Can Be Fun
Paperback | 295x210mm | 40 pages
Reading and writing can be really easy! Follow the trails and tracks, connect the lines and dots, copy the shapes, add missing elements
– all those exercises will help the child develop smooth, steady writing and precise technique, while developing visual and muscle
memory.

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:
Writing Can Be Fun. 2

Writing Can Be Fun. 3

Writing Can Be Fun. 4

 My Favourite
Patterns

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Paperback | 210x295 mm | 32 pages
A series of four educational booklets
that help preschooler train their hand,
develop their writing skills, and have lots
of fun while doing it! But that’s not all –
the books are a great educational tool
for teachers. Every next booklet includes
patterns on a higher difficulty level.

 Writing Can
Be Fun
Staple binding | 295x210mm
| 80 pages
This book will help the child
prepare for learning to write.
It includes plenty of diverse
exercises that help train agility
and precision while providing
lots of fun. Included set of
stickers will make the learning
process even more enjoyable.

My Favourite
Patterns 1

My Favourite
Patterns 2

My Favourite
Patterns 3

My Favourite
Patterns 4

 Drawing
Patterns and
Lines
Paperback | 205x295mm | 96 pages
This series will teach the child to practice
the skills needed for learning to write.
Inside, they will find plenty of exercises
that combine learning with fun in
a friendly, interesting way.

Children books ages 35

Children
books
ages 3–5

Aa

Writing Can Be Fun. 1
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 1, 2, 3...
Count With Me!

COMING SOON

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

A perfect way of combining learning with playing! Various puzzles and exercises help the child watch the world around them with
more attention while gaining knowledge and abilities appropriate for their age, and developing manual skills, dexterity, concentration,
and perceptiveness. With added stickers to make the process even more enjoyable.

Staple binding | 210x275mm | 24 pages
Joyful colouring books with games and puzzles to introduce preschoolers to the world of
letters and numbers. The stickers make each task more exciting and interesting. A perfect
combination of learning while having fun.

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:
Paperback | 205x240 mm | 48 pages

Writing
Numbers

 Preschooler’s
Activity Book

Adding
Numbers

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

COMING SOON

2-Year-Old’s
ABC

3-Year-Old’s
ABC

4-Year-Old’s
ABC

5-Year-Old’s
ABC

2-Year-Old’s
Exercise Book

3-Year-Old’s
Exercise Book

4-Year-Old’s
Exercise Book

5-Year-Old’s
Exercise Book

Exercises for
a 2-Year-Old

Exercises for
a 3-Year-Old

Exercises for
a 4-Year-Old

Exercises for
a 5-Year-Old

Wild Animals

Vehicles

Staple binding | 200x190 mm
24 pages

Staple binding | 210x275mm | 32 pages
Learning can be fun! Friendly, colourful
illustrations and interesting puzzles help
toddlers learn letters, numbers, colours,
and shapes. Each book includes lots of
colourful stickers.

 I Know It Now

I Learn Letters.
Animals

I Learn
Numbers.
Space

I Learn
Colours.
Dinosaurs

I Learn
Shapes.
Magical
Creatures

Paperback | 205x240 mm | 48 pages

 Preschooler’s Textbooks
Staple binding | 215x250 mm | 24 pages
With those books, no child will be bored again. They are full of exciting, colourful exercises with stickers and plenty of information
about the world around us. Great fun for every preschooler!

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Children books ages 35

Staple binding | 210x295 mm
16 pages

12

Do You Know
Your Letters?

Do You
Know Your
Numbers?

Do You Know
Your Fruit and
Vegetables?

Do You Know
Your Vehicles?

Do You Know
Your Animals?

Do You Know
Your Shapes
And Colours?

The Juniors Club is all about educational
games. A notebook of games and
exercises with stickers for all curious
preschoolers. The child can explore the
world of dinosaurs and wild animals, and
learn how the first planes and cars looked
like. Children can also add stickers to
the illustrations, further expanding their
manual skills in the process.

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Planes

Dinosaurs

Children books ages 35

 The Juniors Club
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 Look. Find.
Have Fun

 Who Could Have Thought!

 The World In Stickers

 Water Felt Tip Pen Books

Staple binding | 210x278mm | 24 pages

Staple binding | 210x275mm | 16 pages

Hardback | 230x250mm | 5 double-spread pages

Board book | 235x320mm
7 double-spread pages

A series of beautifully illustrated books that teach the child various facts about nature,
including simple tasks for completing on their own, and plenty of stickers to play with.

Lots of fun while looking for
animals or objects hidden in
the pictures. Plenty of details
to make each picture more
difficult. A great way to train
perceptiveness, concentration
and counting objects in a fun
way.

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Interesting facts, detailed illustrations, and four
double-spread pages of stickers to play with.
A perfect series for learning and having fun.

A series of books for reading, looking at and drawing in. Some
parts of the illustrations are covered with special coating that
gains colour when in contact with water. Each book comes with
a special water felt tip box. Once the damp elements dry, the
colours disappear and you can start over again.

COMING SOON

I Care About
Nature

COMING SOON
BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

COMING SOON

BOOKS IN THE
SERIES:

Birds

Garden

Town of Lost Things

World Atlas

Children books ages 35

Lost Animals
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Fun At The
Zoo

A Very Fancy
Octopus

The Happy
Dinosaurs

The Busy
Vehicles

The Animals of
Savannah

The Playful
Kittens

The Farmyard
Animals

Flag Atlas

 Sudoku

 Let’s Explore
The World

Sudoku is a paper-and-pencil game that improves logical thinking and perceptiveness. It’s worth trying! The books include lots of
colourful stickers to use in solving the child’s first sudoku.

Staple binding | 210x278mm | 24 pages
A series of books about trivia and facts
about various cities around the world.
Detailed illustrations, stickers, and puzzles
will make learning fun and enjoyable.

COMING SOON

COMING SOON

European Cities

Sudoku With
Stickers

Sudoku With
Stickers

Sudoku Step
by Step

Staple binding
210x295mm
24 pages

Staple binding
210x295mm
24 pages

Staple binding
210x295mm
48 pages

Children books ages 35

Bugs

COMING SOON

Human Body
Atlas

Water World

Flowers

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:
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 I Can Design

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Paperback | 230x330mm | 48 pages
Large-format books with 24 full colouring
tables to complete. The books contain
many colourful illustrations, stickers and
loads of tasks to play, develop your child’s
imagination or practice their manual skills.

Inside
a Garage

My Room

At Home

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

 I Know More
Now!

Children books ages 35

 Train Your Mind
With Colours

Animals

Fruit and
Vegetables

Vehicles

At Home

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:
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The Magic
Cupboard

Paperback
210x300 mm
10 pages

Paperback
210x300 mm
10 pages

Staple binding
210x295 mm
24 pages

Staple binding
210x295 mm
24 pages

Staple binding
210x295 mm
24 pages

Staple binding
210x295 mm
24 pages

Animals of the
World

Farm Animals

Beautiful
Princesses

Mysterious
Elves

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Have lots of fun while learning new things.
The booklets are meant for children who
are just starting to explore the world of
colouring books. A new theme awaits on
each page, and Basia the friendly Duck
will guide the child along the way.

Vehicles

At Home

COMING SOON

 The Butterfly
Colouring Book

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Staple binding | 190x190mm | 24 pages

Bugs

Plants

Animals

Forest

The small, handy format and interesting
page shape are perfect for capturing your
toddler’s attention. Adorable illustrations
encourage the child to colour the pages,
and there are added stickers for making
each picture more exciting.

Adorable
Animals

Enchanted
Fairies

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

 Coloring Books
With Stickers

Staple binding| 215x275mm | 24 pages
The series contains of four booklets the
help to develop children’s creativity
and manual skills. While solving various
puzzles, the child learns interesting facts
about the world. Stickers and colouring
pages makes it twice as fun!

The Magic Box The Magic
Trunk

Staple binding | 215x275mm | 24 pages

Staple binding| 210x250mm | 24 pages
The series consists of four books that help
develop child’s creativity and manual
skills. Bugs, Plants, Animals, and Forest
are not only fun to read and colour, but
also provide plenty of information about
nature. The child can learn more by
engaging in solving puzzles and figuring
out various riddles.

The Magic
Wardrobe

 Colouring With
Basia The Duck

Paperback| 200x290mm | 24 pages
Books in this series are small
encyclopaedias of knowledge useful
for the youngest readers. They can help
children learn more about the world
around them. The stickers and simple
puzzles make learning fun and engaging.

Draw and
Decorate.
In the Jungle

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Paperback | 210x200 mm | 24 pages

Jungle

Space

Garden

Underwater
World

Incredibly colorful, big pictures with well
known animals and objects. The child can
both color it and fill in with big stickers.
Perfect for the youngest!

Outside

In the
Coiuntryside

Animals

Vehicles

Children books ages 35

 Learn With
Stickers

Vehicles

Draw and
Decorate.
Dinosaurs
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 I’m Colouring…
Staple binding | 215x250 mm | 32 pages
A series of colouring books with puzzles for active preschoolers.
Each book includes many simple and inspiring riddles and tasks
on various subjects.

 I Love Colours

Staple binding | 215x275 mm |12 pages

A series of exercises for young artists that will help them train their imagination, spatial awareness, understanding details and colours.
Includes instructions that encourage children to design their own illustrations, complete the pictures, and colour them in.

A series of magical pictures in various
themes. All you need to colour the pictures
is a brush and some water! Plenty of fun
included!

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:
COMING SOON

 Playing With
Water

Paperback | 315x235 mm | 40 pages

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:
COMING SOON

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

COMING SOON

I Love Colours 1
llamas

Flamingos

COMING SOON

I Love Colours 2

I Love Colours 3

I Love Colours 4

Little Monsters
Plants

Vehicles

NEW

 Full Of Colour

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Staple binding | 210x275 mm | 24 pages

Unicorns

Animals

Vehicles
Fruit and
Vegetables

 Preschooler’s
Colouring Books

Fairytales

A series of activity booklets that are plenty
of fun for younger children! Preschoolers
can spot differences, find their way in
labyrinths, solve riddles and maths puzzles
while enjoying themselves.

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Forest in
Colour

Farm
in Colour

Jungle
in Colour

Vehicles
in Colour

Learning
About Cities

Learning
About
Continents

NEW

Staple binding | 165x235mm | 32 pages

 Around The
World

A series of colouring books with stickers.
Every preschooler will find their favourite
theme.

Sports

Dinosaurs

Vehicles

Little Monsters

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Staple binding | 215x275 mm
24 pages
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Yummy Treats

Animals

Fairies

Fashion
Models

A series of colouring pages and stickers to
help children develop their creativity and
manual skills. Children can explore the
world, cities and continents while learning
about nature, animals and people living
in various parts of the globe. The booklets
are also great for learning more about
geography, climate, culture, architecture,
heritage, and various attractions that can
be discovered when travelling.

Learning
About People

Learning
About Animals

Children books ages 35

Children books ages 35

Staple binding | 215x275mm | 24 pages
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 The Happy Rhymes

The Easter Bunny

Board book | 135x180mm | 5 double-spread pages | Illustrated by Arleta Strzeszewska
A popular series of rhymes and poems for the youngest readers. Funny rhymed stories about lovable characters going for exciting and
educational adventures. Perfect for the little ones who just begin to discover the world of reading.

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

The Shy Kitty

The Easter
Chick

The Easter
Lamb

The Easter
Eggs

My Friend
Snowman

Santa Claus

The Brave
Reindeer

The Loveliest Christmas
Tree

The Moody
Duck

The Shy Plum

The Little Lamb

The Little
Doggy

The Clever
Turkey

The Green
Cucumber

The Playful
Penguin

The Red
Tomato

Children books ages 35

COMING SOON
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The Sleepy
Rooster

The Brave
Tiger

The Curious
Cow

The Tiny
Ladybug

The
Fashionable
Piggy

The Boisterous
Bear

COMING SOON

The Busy Bee

COMING SOON

The Dancing
Frog

The
Mischievous
Elf

COMING SOON

His Highness
The Lion

Children books ages 35

The Prancing
Horse
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 Andersen’s
Fairytales

 The Grimm
Folktales

 The Faraway
Fairytales

 Zuza and Zizu

Hardcover | 210x260 mm | 96 pages
Illustrated by Aleksandra Krzanowska

Hardcover | 210x260 mm | 96 pages
Illustrated by Aleksandra Krzanowska

Hardcover | 210x260 mm | 96 pages
Illustrated by Aleksandra Krzanowska

Zuza i Zizu are charming stories for preschoolers, illustrated with plenty of beautiful pictures, ideal for young
children.

The new edition of fairytales based on
Hans Christian Andersen’s tales. A musthave classic of children’s literature.

The new edition of the fairytales by Brothers
Grimm. A great introduction to the world
of folktales while stimulating children’s
imagination.

Classic folk and fairytales from various
parts of the world. Magical motifs, fantastic
characters. Reading time has never been so
exciting.

Padded cardback | 200x190 mm | 24 pages

 Kazik the Sausage Dog
and Other Doggy Tales
Hardcover | 142x185 mm | 40 pages
Funny and sweet rhyming moral stories for children. A story of Kazik the sausage dog who got scared of
a balloon, of Balbinka the Dalmatian who disliked her black spots, and about Cezar the German shepherd who
works as a… police dog.

 Cat Tales
Hardback | 185x235mm | 40 pages | Magdalena Szczepańska
Illustrated by Katarzyna Nowowiejska
An adorable story of the cat family that lives in a wardrobe in Mrs Magda
and Mr Tomek’s home. Follow the crazy feline adventures and see how the little ones
learn new things, play pranks and learn more about the world around them, step by step.

COMING SOON

 Hans Christian Andersen Fairytales
Hardcover | 200x255mm | 80 pages | Illustrated by beloved Polish artists
A brand new edition of the selected timeless fairytales by Hans Christian Andersen.
An inspiring read for dreaming and discussing.

COMING SOON

 Papti The Rhino’s Travel Agency

22

 The Land Of Fairytales
Sponge Hardcover | 165x210mm | 288 pages
A great book of the most beautiful folk and fairy tales, beloved by many generations of young reader.
A classic collection.

Little rhino girl Papi is running an animal travel agency, with help from her friends:
forever-napping Sleepy the Sloth and Chatty the Parrot, who loves to imitate all kinds
of sounds around her. Papi helps her neighbours decide where to go for their holidays
while supporting them in fixing everyday troubles. Some customers are a real challenge
to deal with!

Children books ages 35

Children books ages 35

Hardback | 185x235mm | 96 pages | Marcin Mortka
Illustrated by Magdalena Babińska
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 Mela And The Pea

 Franek the Bunny

Hardback | 195x220mm | 32 pages | Ewa Skibińska
Illustrated by Katarzyna Urbaniak

Paperback | 142x202mm | 32 pages | Marta Krzemińska | Illustrated by Ewelina Jaślan-Klisik
Franek the Bunny is a series of beautifully illustrated books that present various situations preschool-aged children have to deal with
sometimes. The story and questions included at the end can help to understand the situation better and to react appropriately. Each
story content was consulted with child psychologist Marta Żysko-Pałuba.

A series of books about preschooler siblings: sensible Mela and
her rascal of a brother, Pea. In the stories, we also meet Mela
and Pea’s parents, grandparents, friends, Vampire the dog, and
some pet fish. Many preschoolers will find those stories funny and
relatable at the same time.

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Franek the Bunny and
the Short Tail Trouble
COMING SOON

Mela Is Ill
COMING SOON

Pea’s New
Friend

 Mr Racoon’s School
Of Good Manners

Mela Has
a Bad Day

Pea Goes to
Kindergarten

Franek the
Bunny and
the Secret of
Having Fun

Franek the
Bunny and
The Truth
About the
Missing Phone

Franek the
Bunny and
The Story of a
Shy Bear

COMING SOON

Hardback | 200x200mm | 96 pages

Franek the
Bunny and The
Fight at the
Kindergarten

Funny and educational book that will teach your kids all they need to know about good
manners. Short texts and joyful illustrations help children learn the basic rules of polite
behaviour.

 Bead the Bear

Franek the
Bunny and
The Good
Manners

Franek the
Bunny and
The Hubbub
With His Sister

Franek the
Bunny and
What Got Lost
at the Mall

Franek the
Bunny and
Troubles on
the Plate

Franek the
Bunny and The
Frightening
Fear

Bead the Bear
and Bulbul

Bead the
Bear and The
Button

Bead the
Bear and The
Creature

Bead the Bear
and The Socks

Bead the
Bear and The
Scratch

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

24

A series of beautifully illustrated books that introduce the children to the world around
them and teaches them what it’s all about. Funny and sweet stories about everything that
happens around – where the water in the tap comes from, or how to be safe at a walk –
will easily attract the attention of a young reader.

Bead the Bear
and The
Eyeglasses

Bead the
Bear and The
Berries

Bead the
Bear and The
Stamp

Children books ages 35

Children books ages 35

Staple binding | 200x190mm | 24 pages | Grażyna Nowak-Balcer
Illustrated by Anna Zboina
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COMING SOON

 Experiments Step by Step
Hardcover | 210x275mm | 80 pages | Patrycja Zarawska
This book is perfect for all young scientists! Go ahead with over thirty experiments you can conduct
safely at home. You won’t need any professional equipment or protective gear – all you need is to
follow the instructions and your own natural scientific curiosity!

Children
books
ages 6–8
COMING SOON

 Encyclopaedia.
The Sky

 Yesterday And Today

Hardback | 206x283 mm | 160 pages

Plenty of trivia and facts about all kinds of vehicles
and automotive history, as well as about various
more and less famous inventions. The information
is accompanied by plenty of colourful photos and
stickers.

Staple binding | 210x275mm | 24 pages

 Encyclopaedia.
The World
Around Us
Hardback | 206x283 mm | 160 pages

Cars

Inventions

Children books ages 6–8

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:
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 World Atlas for Children

OTHER BOOKS IN SERIES:

Hardback | 283x245mm | 56 pages

 A Series of Atlases With Stickers and a Poster
Atlas of
Europe

Staple binding | 210x295 mm | 24 pages

Atlas of
Animals

Atlases with stickers and posters that effortlessly combine learning with fun.

 An Atlas of Space

An activity book with stickers to help the children will learn how the
human body is built and how its individual organs work. How does
the heart beat? Why do we breathe? Where the children come
from? Those and many other fascinating facts will be answered
here.

A great book for all astronomy and space fans. Young readers can
learn what the outer space really is made of, what objects exist
there, what are the sizes of various planets and celestial bodies
and how far from the Earth they are in space. They will learn
about the Solar System, stars, constellations, galaxies, clusters and
superclusters of galaxies.

CZASZKA

CIałO Cz

ŁOwiEKa

ukŁAd S
łoNEc

OKO

Box | 220x314 mm
In each box, there is a colourful atlas complete with stickers. Every book contains plenty of useful information and countless curiosities,
a large poster, and a puzzle. The series includes: Atlas of Poland, Atlas of Europe, Atlas of the World, Atlas of Flags, Atlas of the Human
Body, and Atlas of Space. It is an excellent way to combine learning with fun.

Makema

ke
Eris

Wenus

Pluton
Uran

PRZEŁYK
Merkury

PŁUCA

Haumea

Jowisz
Ziemia

SERCE

pas plan
etoid

Słońce

WĄTROBA

Mars

Neptun

ŻOŁĄDEK
TRZUSTKA

JELITO

The World
Atlas

ZnY

UCHO

PĘCHERZ

Atlas of
World’s Flags

Ceres

USTA

JELITO

Atlas of
Poland’s
geography

 Atlas + Puzzle Box

 An Atlas of Human Body

MÓZG

Atlas of
Poland

naSz Kos
MIcZnY

Box Set: World Atlas
+ Poster

Box Set: Atlas Of
Poland
+ Poster

Box Set: Atlas Of The
World’s Flags + Poster

Box Set: Space Atlas
+ Poster

Box Set: The Human
Body Atlas + Poster

Pas Kuip
era

Saturn

adREs

Box set: Atlas of
Europe + Poster

GRUBE
CIENKIE
MOCZOWY

Wszechśw

iat

KOŚCI (S
ZKIELE

T)

Droga Mlec
zna

ŻYŁY

Układ Słon
eczny

Ziemia

Children books ages 6–8

 An Atlas of Records and Interesting
Facts About Poland
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All that is worth knowing about Poland. A book that proves like no other that learning can
be really exciting. Fascinating trivia about Poland will be great fun for readers of all ages.
The book is suitable for independent reading, but it also works great for reading together
with family. Stickers can be used as awards for remembering as much trivia and records as
possible.

Children books ages 6–8

TĘTNICE
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BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

 I Like...
Staple binding | 210x250mm | 24 pages
A series of early-stage school learning materials, perfect for
homeschooling. Each booklet contains various exercises and
puzzles in various categories. Maths puzzles, number and logic
riddles, spelling puzzles, geography facts – everything a child
needs to learn in their first years of school.

I Like To Count.
Puzzles to Start With

 Be an A+ Student
Fun With Maths

I Like To Write.
I Know More And
More

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Staple binding | 147x208 mm | 32 pages
Children who are just starting their school education are encouraged to learn by playing.
This series of educational notebooks will help children improve their writing skills, learn
spelling and practice adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing. Learning comes with
fun: it includes drawing, making pictures, adding stickers, colouring, and puzzle-solving.

I Like To
Count.
Multiplication
Tables Th Start
With

I Like To
Count. Puzzles
For The
Cleverest Kids

I Like To
Count.
Multiplication
Tables For The
Cleverest Kids

I Like To Write.
Writing to
Start With

 Puzzles

Paperback | 142x202 | 64 pages

Paperback | 165x210 | 96 pages

Creative puzzles, crosswords, sudokus, cross-outs, find-the-difference puzzles,
labyrinths, and many other activities for everyone who enjoys problem-solving. Small
and convenient size is perfect for travel. Great way to beat boredom, not only when it’s
raining.

These puzzles will keep boredom at bay.
They engage the young minds to solve
problems that require logical thinking
and perceptiveness. They also include
colouring pictures to relax between the
riddles.

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Maths Games
2

 Be an A+ Student
Fun With Maths with Full-Colour Pictures:
1-2 Grade curriculum.

My Hobby

Paperback | 210x297 mm | 24 pages

I Like To Learn
About The
World

 Crosswords and Puzzles

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:
Maths Games
1

I Like To Write.
Writing For
The Cleverest
Kids

For Any
Weather

Sports

Travel
Travel Puzzles

Holiday
Puzzles

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

 I Like To Play

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

COMING SOON

COMING SOON
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Activity books full of puzzles for young
smarties, including: crosswords, find-thedifference, sudoku, quizzes, comic strips,
and many more.

Multiplication
Table

Adding and
Subtracting

Telling Time
and Date

Fun with
Maths

Counting From
1 to 100

Counting
Money

Nature

Holiday Time

Travel Time

Christmas
Time

Children books ages 6–8

Children books ages 6–8

Paperback | 165x210 | 128 pages
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 Friends and Fashion

 Notebook

 Young Botanists

Paperback | 215x275 | 24 pages

Paperback | 165-230 mm

Paperback with flaps | 145x205mm
48 pages | Patrycja Zarawska

A perfect series for children who like fashion and designing their own clothes. Plenty of ideas and stickers to help you create outfits for
any weather and all sorts of occasions.

A series of notebooks full of classic games
for everyone!

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Yesterday
and Today in
Fashion

COMING SOON

Interior Design

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Spring and
Summer

COMING SOON

Sporty
Fashion

Fall and
Winter

Special
Occasions

A Notebook
of Travel
Games

School
Notebook For
Everyone

112 pages

112 pages

COMING SOON

 My Pet’s Album

 Drawing Step by Step

Semi-Hardback | 240x240mm | 48 pages

Paperback | 215x250mm | 80 pages

An album for the loving pet owners. A unique way to collect and
keep all the information and mementoes about your cat or dog in
one book. Fill the blank spots, colour, and add new elements.

This books teach the child to draw various characters, objects,
foods and animals like a lion or a pig. One of every two pages
contains a simple drawing instruction, and on the neighbouring
page, there is a scenery to be filled with colourful drawings.

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:
Dragons, Robots,
and Other Curious
Things

Birds

Novel | 145 x 185 | 128 pages

A Notebook
of Backyard
Games

A Notebook
of Games For
Everyone

128 pages

128 pages

Children books ages 6–8
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COMING SOON

Semi-Hardback| 160x235mm | 128 pages
A must-have book for every football fan, compiling all key facts about European Championships. Includes
plenty of puzzles, questions, quizzes, games, and tables for writing down game results yourself.

For Andzia that winter was totally different to all the others. Something awful
had happened six months earlier – her dad died. Andzia misses everything
that she connected with family life: playing ludo, chats around the table and
the peach cheesecake that used to cheer people up. But she mainly misses
that expeditions to the park, when her dad – a passionate birder – would
teach her to see the beauty of nature. It’s hard to come to terms with suffering,
but Andzia is helped by a secret her dad once told her. She can also rely on
her friend, Jeremiasz, who puts the smile back on her face. Can Andzia let
her friend in on the secret?
A story about memories that hurt, but which are also the most valuable thing
we possess.

My Dog’s Album

 UEFA Euro Handbook

Animals

 The Girl from the Park

Cats, Frogs, and
Other Animals
My Cat’s Album

A series of books about nature, perfect for every young explorer. Beautiful,
detailed illustrations and simply-written facts make for a fun and exciting
read. There are two levels of difficulty: one for younger readers, and the
other for those more experienced.

A Notebook
of Christmas
Games

A Notebook
of Winter
Games

192 pages

192 pages

Barbara Kosmowska (b. 1958) –
a poet, author of novels and short stories.
She holds a Ph.D. in Polish philology and
lectures on the literature of the second half
of the 19th century. She made her literary
debut in the 1970s. She has received
numerous awards in Polish literary contests
for her novels for youths and adults, such
as Private Property, Buba, The Gilded Fish
and Season of the Green Chestnuts, The
Diary of Polish Bridget Jones and Believe
in the Power of Imagination. Kosmowska
writes both books for children and youth
as well as adult novels, placing herself at
the forefront of fiction writers.

Children books ages 6–8

COMING SOON

COMING SOON
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 Readwells

BESTSELLER

Paperback | 154x185 mm | 24 pages

 Bookeaters

O
Ż
K
E
Ż
R
Ą
I
CY
S
K

 The Heart On
a String

Bookeatersis a series of books for children who are
just starting to discover reading, divided into three
levels of difficulty. Funny and heartwarming stories
populated with friendly characters help to make the
first reading experience fun. The stories are completed
with tests to check the child’s understanding of the text,
dictionaries for checking difficult words, and stickers
to work with.

A series of super-readers designed for children starting their own
reading adventure. It is a unique educational series in which
each book tells a different story. They are connected by the fact
that they are funny, simple, with moral, and, above all, adapted
to the skills of a small reader. Readers are also characterized
by the fact that their difficulty grows with every level. Dr Joanna
Dobkowska from the University of Warsaw supervised their
adjustment to the natural development of the child.

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

 Bobo the Bus

Paperback | 145x205 mm | 24 pages

Hardback | 179-210 mm | 80 pages
Eliza Piotrowska

NEW

Paco In the
City Jungle

Super Marian
At The Lake

The Space Girl

The EggLaying Cow

A Friend From
The Window

NEW

Level

COMING SOON

Level 1.
Operation
Meatloaf

Level 1. Super
Marian At The
Lake

Level 2. Big
Eye

Operation
Jogi

Bobo the Bus is in love with Carrie the Car,
but they have lost touch. Bobo’s owner
Zenek lives with his wife Hania and son
Jaś. Zenek drives Bobo the Bus around the
town, taking people for tours. The books
deals with issues of friendships, love,
integrity, book reading and emigration.

Kuba and
Maja vs. the
Porky Gang

Help!

Pom Pom In
Trouble

BOOKS IN THE SERIES 

Paperback
145x205 mm
48 pages

Cover
coming soon

Operation
Deluge

The Bestest
Friend

Koko Learns
to Sign

Vol. 2. In
Search of the
Lost Sense of
Smell

Paperback | 185x235mm | 56 pages |
Agata Widzowskas
A series of funny and educational books
about cats and dogs living in the pet
shelter and their friends.

The Bomber
Jacket

Level 1. A
Friend from
the Window

 The Doggy
Shelter

Level
Children books ages 6–8
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Level 1. Lolek,
Lulek and a
Cake

NEW

Paperback
145x205 mm
32 pages

Inka From the
Silver Cav

Among the Arctic snow and ice, we follow
the adventures of a little seal and a boy
named Xavier. It is a touching and witty
story about independence, courage,
tolerance, and unexpected friendships. It’s
a world where anything can happen, even
if those who we love, respect and befriend
are animals rather than humans.

Vol. 5 – Space
Dogs

Vol. 1
Vol. 3.
Notadog

Vol 4. The
Cat’s Wishlist

Children books ages 6–8

Level

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Hardback | 142x202 mm | 144 pages
Małgorzata Domagalik
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Supergirl Schooler. Get
Organized with Emi

BESTSELLER

Paperback | 142x202mm | 192 pages
Agnieszka Mielech

 Emi and The Secret
Supergirls Club
Paperback | 135x185mm | Agnieszka Mielech

Paperback | 142x202mm | 192 pages
Agnieszka Mielech

The girls solemnly declare: NO MORE BORING DAYS!

COMING SOON

Aloha.
Volume 11

Emi and
The Secret
Supergirls
Club.
Volume 1

Spanish
Lesson.
Volume 2

170 pages

170 pages

On the Stage.
Volume 3

Children books ages 6–8

The Big Book
Of Adventures
2

Paperback
165x210mm
432 pages
Agnieszka Mielech

Paperback
165x210mm
304 pages
Agnieszka Mielech

Emi’s Activity
Books

Flora’s Activity
Books

Paperback
210x295 mm
32 pages
Agnieszka Mielech

Paperback
210x295 mm
32 pages
Agnieszka Mielech

Hooray for
Holidays!
Volume 4
152 pages

152 pages

176 pages
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The Big Book
Of Adventures

Agnieszka Mielech, Polish origin, mother to Barbara
(13 years old daugther), a member of SCBWI
Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators,
also wrote and published Jaga The Sweet,
a fantasy series for kids 8+. Long-time Warner Bros.
employee in the home entertainment division in
Poland. Committed to movie industry development
in Poland. Graduated from University of Warsaw
(Executive MBA, MA in Literature, Post graduate
in Children Literature) and Warsaw School of
Economics (Marketing).

Steeds and
Colts.
Volume 5

The Snow
Patrol.
Volume 6

The
Adventureres.
Volume 7

Message in
the Bottle.
Volume 8

Hocus-Pocus.
Volume 9

Polar
Expedition.
Volume 10

176 pages

176 pages

176 pages

176 pages

176 pages

176 pages

The Adventureres. Volume 7 - Book + game
Box | 176 pages | Agnieszka Mielech

Cats or Dogs. Graphic Novel
Volume 1

Here Comes Holiday!

Paperback | 135x185 mm | 272 pages
Agnieszka Mielech

Paperback | 135x185mm | 176 pages
Agnieszka Mielech

Children books ages 6–8

First four books of Emi series are already sold
to leading Ukrainian publisher - Staryj Lev
and shall be released in the lasy quaretr of 2019
and further in 2020.

Supergirl Schooler 2. Get
Organized with Emi. LOG - HIT
- RELAX)

Meet Emi, she is a girl like you. She lives in one of these big cities
with mum, dad and auntie’s dog, Labrador - Chocolate. Emi has
loony friends: Nelly, who hates princesses and everything pink,
Fau, the girl-spider, very good in climbing and crazy about music
and finally - Flora, Emi’s mother best friend’s daughter - recent
enemy, and soon best friend. There are also two boys around
- Frank know-it-all who loves science and experiments, Lucek,
who is nothing but charming. One day – bang! – girls gang up
to found Secret Club of Supergirls Emi and The Secret Supergirls
Club – no boy can attend!
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 Little Puck and the Mystery of Poorthing
Hardcover | 135x202 mm | 208 pages | Marta Kisiel
In an old, mysterious house in the middle of nowhere, behind a tall fence, lives a boy called Godwin, also
known as the Poorthing. He’s never alone. Apart from the old trunk with treasures and the coolest mom you
could imagine, he has a real guardian angel... and there is a monster living under his bed, who keeps stealing
his slippers.
“Little Puck and the mystery of Poorthing” is both amusing and terrifying. It shows you that being different is not
as bad as you’d think, as long as you always remain yourself.

Marta Kisiel
Marta Kisiel (1982) is a Polish fantasy writer. She made her debut in 2006 in online
magazine “Fahrenheit” with the story What Are Your Disqualifications? (Rozmowa
dyskwalifikacyjna). Her work includes The Life (Dożywocie) series, much loved by
readers: The Life (Dożywocie), Force Mineure (Siła niższa) and Scatterbrain (Szaławiła)
– winner of the Janusz A. Zajdel Award in the short story category, and the novels
What’s in a Name? (Nomen Omen, nominated for the Janusz A. Zajdel Award,
Uroboros, first published 2014) and The Depths (Uroboros 2018), as well as a collection
of short stories, The First Word (Uroboros 2018).

Children
books
ages 9–11

 Little Puck and the Stone Angel
Hardcover | 135x202 mm | 304 pages | Marta Kisiel
It seems that the life of Godwin, an extraordinary boy with an extraordinary secret, has once and for all
become quite ordinary. Not for long, though. After a perfect party ends in a mass quarantine, Godwin, Tsadkiel
and Gucio have to spend their holidays at their aunt’s place, in the middle of a forest. They soon discover that
the ostensibly boring place, hidden under a patch of snow, is full of surprises…

 Clues

COMING SOON

The first day of skipping school was supposed to be special, and special it was. And everything
would have been perfect if not some very strange characters crossing paths with Max Albertowicz,
including the sulphur-stinking Maths teachers, a witch-like old lady, and his nerdy classmate. It
would have also been easier had his grandfather not given him a magic watch. Just a few hours
were enough to put Max’s world upside down. And what if he could just start over? And again, if
the second time is not successful?

Children books ages 911

Paperback with flaps| 142x202mm | 208 pages
Bartosz Szczygielski | Illustrations by Joanna Rusinek
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 Who Will Hug Me?

BESTSELLER

 The Mazurski Family
on the Road
A new travel & adventure series by Agnieszka Stelmaszyk funny, full of unexpected twists and crime puzzles to solve. The
Mazurski Family drive across various European countries, staying
here and there to do a bit of sightseeing and experience lots of
amusing adventures. The readers can learn interesting facts about
the cities the Mazurskis visit, explore some local customs, relics,
attractions, and foods. Every chapter ends with an informational
paragraph about the country we have just visited, presented in
a form of a travel journal entry.

Agnieszka Stelmaszyk
Who will give me a hug? The dogs and cats in the book used to live in a shelter called
Hug Home. There are still many animals in the shelter, and each of them dreams that one
day someone will take them home and love them forever! Will they be able to find a real
warm home?

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Agnieszka
Stel m aszyk

Paperback | 123x194mm | 160 pages

ages
6-8

ages
6-8

ages
6-8

ages
6-8

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

 Nana Versus The Faquir
Hardback | 142x202 mm | 202 pages | Agnieszka Stelmaszyk | Illustrations by Anna Oparkowska
Eleven-year-old Jędrek cannot sit still in one place for more than one moment. Just like the rest of his crazy
family! When summer finally begins, the Mazurskis decide to go for a trip of a lifetime. However, nothing goes
according to plan… Medieval castles and Venetian canals become a backdrop for a real crime puzzle! Will
the family manage to see all the places they planned to visit, despite the series of blood-curdling accidents they
encounter on their way? And what will come of the encounter with a suspicious-looking faquir, who seems to be
following the Mazurski family from one country to another?

Saphire, the
Brave Dog

Mimi the Cat
Finds New
Friends

ages
6-8

Hugo the Dog
at Large

Goldie the
Feisty Cat

Agnieszka Stelmaszyk is a beloved
author of books for children and
young adults, including hes traveladventure series Kroniki Archeo. The
books in the series, published since
2010, still become bestsellers in no
time straight after hitting the shelves.
The books owe their popularity to the
author’s signature style, sparkling with
humour. Her stories are populated by
a variety of likeable characters, and
the plot is full of twists, always laced
with real places, events, and facts
about nature and history. This way,
Agnieszka Stelmaszyk’s novels make
for a successful mix of entertainment
and education, encouraging young
readers to cultivate their imagination
and broaden their interests.

ages
6-8

 Proserpina’s Abduction
Hardback | 142x202 mm | 248 pages | Agnieszka Stelmaszyk | Illustrations by Anna Oparkowska
When it comes to adventures and globetrotting, it’s never enough for the Mazurski family. The goal of their
next travel is to see the Atlantic Ocean, walk around Berlin, Aachen, Normandy, and several other exciting
destinations. However, the members of this crazy family are magnets for trouble – so it’s not a surprise for
anyone when they end up in the middle of a dangerous criminal intrigue! Nana is accused of abducting the
mysterious Proserpine, the Mazurski family is followed by a gang of suspicious-looking cowboys, and the family
car breaks down in the middle of a foreign country. Will they manage to complete their trip safely once again?

 Proserpina’s Abduction

Mela the
Detective

Iris the Cat
Detective

Paperback | 123x194mm | 160 pages

ages
6-8

COMING SOON

ages
6-8

ages
6-8

ages
6-8
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The Mazurski clan hits the road again to explore some more European cities. This time, they will visit
Cornwall and Scotland to catch a ride on a historic steam train to Hogwarts straight from the Harry
Potter movies. As always, their holidays will be full of crazy adventures, helping the readers learn
more about each place on the way. The family will also stumble upon yet another criminal intrigue,
this time featuring the mysterious Stone of Destiny…

The Brave
Puppy

The Brave
Kitty

My Little
Kitty

My Little
Puppy

Children books ages 911

Children books ages 911

Hardback | 142x202 mm | 248 pages | Agnieszka Stelmaszyk
Illustrations by Anna Oparkowska
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 Step by Step.The Baby’s Album
Hardcover with sponge and elastic band |240x240 mm | 48 pages
In this unique album, the parents can record the most important events from the first year of their
child’s life, and attach photos or small mementoes to save the memories of all important events. This
way you can create your own album to walk down the memory lane: a treasury of memories for the
whole family to enjoy.
The Baby’s Album is the best gifts for future or new parents. Record your best memories while waiting
for your baby to be born, or make notes of what happened during the first year of their life!

 Gift Books
Hardback | 150x150 mm | 48 pages

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Hardback with sponge-filled covers |
240x240 mm 48 pages
The best gift for the arrival or christening
of a baby. A unique souvenir, which
over time will become a treasury of
special memories for the child and the
whole family for many years to come.
wspomnień.

 Albums
Hardback | 295x210 mm | 96 pages

For You

I Love You

A unique series of albums styled as vintage family memoirs. They are a great
a way of revisiting the past for the child, and an opportunity to stop and look
back for the parents.

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

Thank You

All Best
Wishes
Dad’s Album

Mum’s Album

Grandfather’s Stories

Grandmother’s Stories

Welcome To
the World

Albums

Albums

Charming books with mottos, quotations
and aphorisms to help us express our
feelings in an easy, thoughtful way. Perfect
for every occasion and any important
event. They can be a perfect gift on their
own, or a lovely addition to a bouquet of
flowers.

 The Baby’s
Album
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NEW

 The First Star Over the
Spruce Wood
Hardback | 195x240 mm | 96 pages
Aniela Cholewińska-Szkolik
Illustrated by Magdalena Babińska
Delicious smell of freshly baked gingerbread, sweet sounds
of Christmas carols, and stars twinkling on tree branches,
their light turning the landscape into a magic land of
wonders… Those are the signs of the most beautiful
time of year coming up. Christmas is almost there!
All the animals from the Forest Preschool can hardly
wait! Get ready for Christmas together with them
and read the story of a roe named Twinkle, who
tries to save the Nativity play. the adventure of
Fluffy the bear, and many others. Sweet and
filled with Christmas magic, those stories
by Aniela Cholewińska-Szkolik will remind
you what Christmas is all about.

 Christmas Push-Outs
Paperback | 290x290 mm | 24 pages
A special series of books that will help the children make their
own festive decorations, Christmas tree ornaments, puppets and
Nativity scene, without having to use glue or scissors – just push
out the perforated shapes! The books also include colouring
pages that will get the kids into the festive mood straight away.

Christmas Decorations

 The Happy Rhymes

The Nativity Scene
COMING SOON

Board book | 135x180mm | 5 double-sided pages | Illustrated by Arleta Strzeszewska
A special series of poems for the youngest ones. Funny rhymed stories about friendly characters who go through various exciting and
educational adventures. A perfect way to start exploring the world of reading.

BOOKS IN THE SERIES:

The Loveliest
Christmas Tree

My Friend
Snowman

Santa Claus

The Brave
Reindeer

The Playful
Penguin

The
Mischievous
Elf

Christmas

Christmas
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 The Bible Stories

Christmas

Biblical tales for the youngest children,
told in an easy and accessible way, to
explain the most important issues and key
concepts of the canon of Christian faith.
The Old Testament is presented with such
stories as: creation of light, Noah’s ark,
the Babel tower, David and Goliath, the
Decalogue. The New Testament stories
include selected parables and stories from
Jesus’s life.
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 Bible
for Children

 Illustrated Bible
for Children

Hardback | 210x295 mm | 128 pages

Hardback | 210x235 mm | 128 pages

A beautifully presented book that presents
the key stories from the Old and New
Testament in a way that is accessible for
children. Simply and wisely written, those
stories will equip the child with basic
knowledge of the foundations of Christian
faith. The text is accompanied by beautiful
illustrations that are both memorable and
inspiring, stirring the child’s imagination.

A beautifully illustrated edition of the Holy
Bible will take the children back to the
times when God created the earth, Noah
saved animals in his ark, and people
started speaking different languages.
Those engaging stories are an important
part of every Christian’s life.

 Francis. The Pope
of a Thousand
Smiles

 Why Did John
Paul II Like
Tuesdays?

Hardback | 210x295 mm | 132 pages

Hardback | 210x295 mm | 128 pages

A captivating story of Francis, who is
considered one of the most friendly and
funny popes in the history of Catholic
Church! Written in a simple style and full
of endearing stories, the biography of
Pope Francis can become a great starting
point for engaging in family conversations
about life priorities and morals. An
educational book that teaches to live
simple and unpretentiously, bringing the
whole family closer together – it will be
interesting for both children and their
parents.

The book tells the story of a time when
Pope John Paul II met three children:
Kasia, Sofia and Salvatore. They met in the
gardens of Castel Gandolfo to talk about
God, prayer, love for one’s parents, and
respect for other people. A must-read for
everyone who feels ready for a special
meeting with this extraordinary man.

Christmas
Carols with
a CD

Christmas.
Carols
and Traditions
with a CD

Christmas.
Carols
and Traditions
with a CD 2

Christmas
Carols

The Magic
of Christmas

Hardback
210x295 mm
48 pages

Hardback
210x295 mm
40 pages

Hardback
210x295 mm
40 pages

Hardback
160x235 mm
64 pages

Hardback
160x235 mm
64 page

A Notebook
of Christmas
Games

Water Felt Tip
Pen. Happy
Christmas

Pop-Up Book.
The Mouse’s
Christmas

Pop-Up Book.
Santa Claus

Pop-Up Book.
Santa’s
Reindeer

Pop-Up Book.
Happy
Snowman

Paperback
205x280 mm
192 pages

Cardboard
230x250 mm
10 pages

Cardboard
110x145 mm
10 pages

Cardboard
110x145 mm
10 pages

Cardboard
110x145 mm
10 pages

Cardboard
110x145 mm
10 pages

Accordion
Folds.
Reindeer’s Bell

Accordion
Folds.
A Gift For
Santa

Accordion
Folds.
The
Snowman’s
Christmas

Accordion
Folds.
The Happy
Christmas

Accordion
Folds.
Santa’s Snow
Globe

Accordion
Folds.
The
Snowman’s
Snow Globe

Cardboard
145x155 mm
192 pages

Cardboard
145x155 mm
192 pages

Cardboard
145x155 mm
192 pages

Cardboard
145x155 mm
192 pages

Cardboard
145x155 mm
192 pages

Cardboard
145x155 mm
192 pages

Christmas

Hardback | 210x260mm | 80 pages
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Christmas
Games

Staple binding
210x295 mm
24 pages

Winter
Games

Staple binding
210x295 mm
24 pages

Over 1000
Stickers.
A Very Happy
Christmas
Staple binding
210x278 mm
8 pages

Over 1000
Stickers.
Happy
Christmas Is
Coming

Water
Painting.
A Happy
Christmas

Staple binding
210x278 mm
8 pages

Paperback
190x240 mm
16 pages

Water
Painting.
A Colourful
Christmas
Paperback
190x240 mm
16 pages

Winter.
Christmas Is
Coming

Winter With
The Snowman

Winter With
Christmas Tree

Winter With
Santa

A Book With
Sound.
Santa Claus

A Book With
Sound.
The Brave
Reindeer

Staple binding
205x270 mm
24 pages

Staple binding
205x270 mm
24 pages

Staple binding
205x270 mm
24 pages

Staple binding
205x270 mm
24 pages

Cardboard
170x202 mm
10 pages

Cardboard
170x202 mm
10 pages

The Snowman
Staple binding | 210x295 mm | 24 pages

Winter Games
Staple binding | 210x295 mm | 24 pages

 I Make Designs
Paperback |295x210 mm | 48 pages

Christmas

The activities in the books encourage the children to develop their
imagination and creativity.
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I Make Designs.
Christmas

I Make Designs.
Winter

Push-Out
Shapes. Make
Your Own
Christmas Tree
Decorations

Push-Out
Shapes. Make
Your Own
Nativity Scene

Moving Eyes.
The Happy
Reindeer Is
Waiting For
Christmas

Moving Eyes.
The
Snowman’s
Helpful
Friends

Moving Eyes.
Forgetful
Santa

A Letter To
Santa

Staple binding
205x290 mm
16 pages

Staple binding
205x290 mm
16 pages

Cardboard
200x200 mm
10 pages

Cardboard
200x200 mm
10 pages

Cardboard
200x200 mm
10 pages

Cardboard
230x230 mm
18 pages

Santa Claus
Staple binding | 210x295 mm | 24 pages

The
Reindeer
Staple binding | 210x295 mm | 24 pages

Christmas

The series I Make Designs consists of beautiful books to help
the children explore their creativity: little ones can colour, apply
stickers and draw. Large pages with illustrations provide our
young designers with plenty of space and freedom to make their
own Christmas magic come true.
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 Wodny szlak
Wodny szlak brings you back to the times when the easiest way to move timber and grain was to
float it down rivers’ current.
Each turn every player will draw one tile from the three available and place it next to one of their
tiles. Each game takes 13 rounds, and at the end of the game every player scores for their board.
Player with the most points is the winner.
Every tile will bring you some points, as you score for every watermill/sawmill that has grain/timber
delivered, for the longest undisturbed connection between any two wharfs and for all meadows that
are made of three or four tiles.
Your biggest challenge is to keep track of the current, as you can float your cargo only down the
river and every watermill/sawmill will block further advancement.

 Atak zombie
Send your survivors to:
Scavenge the city for food, ammo, medicine and fuel•Scout nearby area for the loot or other
survivors•Produce necessary goods in your hideout•Build barricades and traps•Steal resources
from other players•Fight zombies around your base.
Every 5th turn the zombie horde attacks, only then will you see if your preparations were enough to
survive!

 Dwalambury  Board
games
Dwalambury brings the
best twist to charades since
introducing dry erase markers!
Now both teams can play
at the same time, trying their
best to guess the cards. But
keep in mind, it doesn’t matter
who guesses right – the point
always goes to the team.

A set of board games for the
whole family. Diverse topics,
easy rules, eye catching
artworks. Dedicated mostly for
preschoolers and first graders.

Become a Stylist

My Way to the Preschool

In the Country

My Family

Pets

Board games

Board
games

Survive in the world of zombie apocalypse. Atak Zombie is a survival zombie game in which you
have to keep your survivors safe, gather resources and fight zombies gathering around your hideout.
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